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Exam A
QUESTION 1
A technician has racked a new access switch and has run multimode fiber to a new location. After installing an extended-range 10Gb SFP in the core switch, the
technician installed a 10Gb SFP in the access switch and connected the port to the new extension with a fiber jumper. However, the link does not display, and
the technician cannot see light emitting from the core switch. Which of the following solutions is MOST likely to resolve the problem?

Swap the fiber pairs in one of the SFPs
Replace the jumpers with single-mode fiber
Set the correct MTU on the new interface
Install an optic that matches the fiber type
Correct Answer: B
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
QUESTION 2
A firewall administrator is implementing a rule that directs HTTP traffic to an internal server listening on a non-standard socket. Which of the following types of
rules is the administrator implementing?
NAT
PAT
STP
SNAT
ARP
Correct Answer: B
Section: (none)
Explanation

Explanation/Reference:
QUESTION 3
A technician is installing a new wireless badging system on a hospital network. The requirements of the badging system are for it to have its own SSID and
low power levels. The badging system has to cover 99.9% of the hospital. Which of the following is the BEST action to take to meet the system requirements?
Install additional WAPs
Install external antennas
Move the WAPs closer to the more populated area
Change the antenna types
Correct Answer: A
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
QUESTION 4
A technician attempts to replace a switch with a new one of similar model from the same vendor. When the technician moves the fiber and SFP plug, the
switch does not completely boot up. Considering that the config files are the same, which of the following is the MOST likely cause of the failure?
Damaged fiber
Corrupted operating system
VLAN mismatch
Bad port
Correct Answer: B
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
QUESTION 5
A company has completed construction of a new datacenter, and the IT staff is now planning to relocate all server and network equipment from the old site to
the new site. Which of the following should the IT staff reference to determine the location of the equipment being moved?

Rack diagrams
Network topology

Standard operating procedures
Wiring documentation
Correct Answer: A
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:

